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Spring 2010
The goal of our “Green Map” is to support the City of Mesa’s local economy by acknowledging local sustainable, green, and eco-friendly businesses. Building a healthier, more environmentally conscious lifestyle and a better community.
LocalFirst Arizona 10% Shift Campaign

We are the locally owned, independent businesses that are the backbone of the Arizona economy. But the choice is yours. You have the power to join them and enrich your community.
City of Mesa Green Map

Green
Bs Bike Shop
Fm Farmer’s Market
Gb Green Business
Gh Green Home
Lb Local Business
Pk Park
Rc Recycling Center
Ts Thrift Store

Transportation
Ap Airport
B Bus
Lr Light Rail
Pr Park and Ride

Emergency
As Animal Shelter
Fr Fire
Hs Hospital
Pd Police
Uc Urgent Care

Public
Gv Government Building
Hs Historical Site
Lb Library
Mu Museum
Sc School
Motega User Interface

Getting Started

By Category
Choosing a category above will help narrow business by

By Light Rail Station
Simply select a station below to see what is available in the area

Search
Perform a search for what you’re looking for. Try our advanced search for more specific options
Students involved in the Green Maps Project:

- Aarika Marino
- Alexandra Butterbrodt
- Alyssa Yatabe
- Ana Field
- Andrew McCarthy
- Brian Morris
- Carly Stevens
- Cassie Adams
- Coraliz Dereta
- Crystal Ellis
- Daniel Tanner
- Daniel Dannenberg
- Dwayne Oliverson
- Emily Parcell
- Eric Palmer
- Erin Pritchard
- Heather Stifanos
- Jacqueline Ekama
- Jennessa Payne
- Jessica Warhus
- Julena Lifsey
- Kara Zichittella
- Katie Tanner
- Kelsey Hage
- Ken Al-Shatti
- Leta Fritz
- Lindsey O’Connor
- Matt Fisher
- Meredith Englemann
- Michelle Carlini
- Nathan Finden
- Renee Talbot
- Ruben Jauregui
- Sarah Hibner
- Sarah Thomas
- Scott Seligman
- Shannon Gardiner
- Shayne Evans
- Taylor Marin
- Zachary Kamnitzer